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Introduction.

Pulsed laser ablation for the deposition of thin films is a technology that has been explored in

some detail. This process has many advantages relative to conventional deposition

technologies, 1-3 including rapid growth rates, the ability to congruently evaporate

multicomponent targets, and the production of high-energy (eV) atoms, molecules, ions and

clusters which enhance the production of epitaxial films. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has been

used for the production of dielectric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric films, semiconductor layers,

superlattices, and mast recently, for the production of high-temperature superconducting (HTSC)

thin films4 -‘.

The need for high quality HTSC thin films has sparked renewed interest in this technolorjy.

Laser ablation has shown great promise in producing thin films with good epitaxy, and high

critical currents and transition temperatures. In this process, the bulk material is vaporized by a

laser pulse in an oxygen atmosphere, and subsequently condensed on a heated substrate to

produce a superconducting film, Altho~gh laser evaporation and ablation have been studied for

over twenty years, the tertiary and quaternary metal oxide I-ITS systems are the most complex

systems to which this deposition technque has been applied, The process of film production

can be thought of as occuring in three separate steps: 1, absorption of photons &nd atdation at

the target surface; 2, transport and gas-phase reaction of the ablated material; 3, condensa~’on

and crystal growth on the substrate.

Because of the difficulty of monitoring in real time either the ablation process itself, or thin film

growth, most studies have relied on interrogation of the ablated plume in order to measure

directly properties in step 2, and to infer information about the other steps, A variety of optical

spectrcscopies have been used with some success as diagnostics” ‘ ‘. In addition, mass



spectrometric techniques have also been used as diagnostic probes to better understand and

model the ablation event14 - 1‘.

In this manuscript, we describe two experiments related to the physics and chemistry of the

ablated plume. In the first caselg we use Resonance Ionization Mass Spectrometry (RIMS) to

detect and map the velocity, intenlal energy and chemical speciation of ablated neutrals (Cu, Y,

BaO) from YBa2Cu307.x ~nder vacuum conditions. In the second experiment”, optical

emission is used to monitor the reaction of ablated yttria under film deposition conditions. In

addition, we review and analyze the literature on diagnostics for laser ablation of YBa2Cu307-x.

Experiment.

The RP4S measurements took place in the source region of a time-of-flight (TOF) mass

spectrometer i 9‘ z‘. The Q-switch synch-out from a Nd:YAG laser was used to master the timing

sequence. TPis laser was the ablation source and operated at either the fundamental frequency,

1.06 microns, or at the third harmonic, 355 nm, The laser output was focused to varying spo’i

sizes on the targe[ material; the angle of incidence was 60 degrees. Most of the ablation studies

utilized a peak laser fluence of approximately 1 J/cm2.

Pulses from an excimer-pumped dye laser propagating parallel to the target surface, but

displaced 3.2 cm (i.e., in the center of the ionization region), were used to interrogate the ablated

neutral sFecies. Ionization of the neutrals from ground electronic states was effectsd by a variety

of multiphoton transition sequences. Dye-laser pulses (2mJ, 15 nsec) produced at an

adjustable delay relative m the ablation laser were spatially filtered and loosely focused through

the ic, Ilzation region, By varying this time delay on successive shots, the velocity distribution

could be mapped out. Detection electronics consisted of a channel electron multiplier, a

preamplifier, a boxcar integrator and/or a transient recorder.

The experiments on laser ablation of yttna (Yz03) were performed in the deposition

apparatus. This deposition chamber consists of a modified six way 6“ dia. stainless steel cross,

with load locks provided for target and substrate introduction;-:, The target can be rotated in

conjunctic.n w:th horizontal rastering of the laser beam, Processing gases can be introduced into

the deposition chamber ustnq mass flow control to maintain a constant pressure. The @xcimer

laser produced 250 mJ, 2(I nsec pulses at 306 nm and a repetition rate of 20 t+z. Additionally,

for the experiments described here, the plume optical emission was collected and analyzed.

Light was collected by a 7,5 cm, diameter, 500 cm focal length quartz lens, and focused onto the

end of a (200 ~,m diameter) multi-mode fiber optic cable (FOC), 10 m in length, The distal end of

the fiber optic cable was coupled to an 0,5 m monochromator equipped with a gated, Irltensified

CC12cdmera for spectrally resolved detection
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Results.

Laser Ablation/RIMS

Arrival-time distributional 9 were recorded for neutral BaO, Cu amd Y ablated from YBa2Cu30x

pressed pellets at 355 nm. For Cu, this was also compared to ablation at a wavelength of

1.06 microns. In each case where 355 nm was used for ablation, the signals peak at

approximately the same flight time (-20-22 MS), indicating similar velocities for each species,

regardless of the mass. For Cu ablated at 1.06 microns, a thermal Maxwellian velocity

distribution provides the best fit , indicating a most probable velocity of 9.8 x 104 cm/s and

temperature of E 3700 K. At 355 nm, the Cu signal peaks at the same time-of-flight, but

possesses a substantially narrower width, although the same approximate ablation laser fluence

was used, Figure 1. Here, a center-of-mass velocity of 13 x 104 cm/c and a thermal width

velocity of 4.9 x 104 cm/s are obtained form a Knudsen-layer analysis23’”. The skewed

distribution suggests a greater influence of collisions at 355 nm, indicating improved efficiency of

material removal at 355 nm compared to 1.06 pm. This may be due to a higher effective energy

density, resulting from a shallower penetration depth, at 355 nm. In addition, this provides

evidence that the ablation process is in parl photochemical as opposed to strictly evaporative. In

addition, if these temperatures are representative of a local surface temperature, target

morphology and stoichiometry changes should be anticipated since they exceed the 1288 K
incongruent melting point for YBa2Cu30x, which forms a Y2BaCu05, barium cuprate and

copper Oxilie melt.
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Figure 1. Arrwal time distribution for Cu atoms ablated from a YBapCuaO1.X talget under tha

Lconditions indicated, The solid line is a fit to a Knudsen layer treatment. ——-.



For BaO at 355 nm, similar TOF signals were observed.

obtained with a shifted-Maxwellian velocity distribution. In

Here again, the best data fit was

this case, however, little statistical

difference existed between the fits, partly as a result of the relatively low-intensity signals. A most

probable velocity of 11 x 104 cm/s was measured fmrn the data, while a surface temperature of

6800 K is calculated from the Knudsen layer model for BaO. If Cu and BaO shared a common

surface temperature history, the ratio of their velocities (v a ~T/m) should be 1.55:1.00 (Cu:BaO).

This was definitely not the case in this instance.

Optical Emission/Yttrium reactions

It is interesting that in the experiment described above, and several others, few oxide species

were detected, suggesting that the oxygen incorporated into the HTSC thin films during the laser

deposition process originates in the processing atmosphere, rather than in the solid target

material. In order to explore this further, we examined the process at a variety of oxygen

pressures from 0.001 to 0.4 torr.

Emission spectra were obtained from the plume in the spectral region near 600 nm, where

both atomic yttrium emission (Y”) and yttrium monoxide emission (YO”) could be observed.

Figure 2 displays a spectrum obtained at an oxygen pressure of 2 x 10-1 torr, characteristic of

HTSC film deposition conditions. The detector was gated to integrate signai for the duration of

the emission pulse, s1O psec. The two starred transitions in Fig. 2 correspond to Y“ while most of

the remaining features are due to YC)”. The Y* emissions are from the zD~a and zD~z states to

the 2D3z ground electronic state, while the YO” emission is from the A %~,,~,,,z Iovels to the ZZ+

ground state.

The ratio of YO’ to Y’ emission was found to change dramatically with pressure of the ambient

oxyg~n atmosphere. In general, it was observed that the ratio YO*/Y”increased !inearly with

pressure at low oxygen pressures, and approached a limiting value at pressures z G.4 torr. Nc

YO- emission was observed at oxy Jen pressures less than 10-3 torr, indicating that YO” is not

formed directly from the solid material. In order to interpret these results, a kinetic modsl was

developed, based on the production of yttrium atoms (both ground and excited stats) in the

ablation event, but no Y() molecules, Subsequent reaction of Y with Oz was assumed to

produce all observed YO”; quenching of YO” and Y“ was assumed due to molecular oxygen.

Applying the steady-state approximation [o the model results in the following expression :

[YO”j/[Y”] = {A ● [02]} / {B + C * [02]}, whe;~ the constants A,B, and C are sums of products of

the rates and rate constants, and [O?] represents the oxygen pressure. This result obeys the

same Ilmiting forms as the experimental data, That is, al zero pressure, [YO”]/[Y”] + (1,at low

pressure [YO”]/[Y”] u (A/B) [OZ], and at high pressure. [YO”],’[Y”] u (NC) = constant,
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Figure 2, Emission spectrum from ablation of solid Y;-03 at the pressure indicated. The two

starred features are atomic yttrium transitions, while the remainder of the spectrum IS due to

fitrium monoxide emission.

In order to further characterize the plume chemistry and dynamics, the YO” vibrational

temperature was obtained from the vibrational progression seen in Fig 2). The intensity of each

vibronic transition is assumed proportional to the peak height, and the peak heights corrected for

Franck-Condon factors, The slope of this plot yields an effective temperature for the vibrational

manifold of =2000 K. This temperature is lower than the effective translational temperatures,

=4400 K repofled abwe, It is Iikoly that the principal reascm for the discrepancy in mess: Ired

temperatures is that the time-of-flight measurements where conducted in vacuum (p ~ 10-7 Torr),

while the preseni studies examined reactions with reactive oxygen gas. Thus. in the mass

spectrometrlc experiments, no collisions with background gas slowed the expansion away from

the surface: in fact, intra-plume collisions tended to convert random thermal energv into fonuard-

directed translational energy, ‘4” ~5 yielding a higher effective temperature. In the reactive

processes currently under study, collisions with the oxygen present in the chamber will penetrate

the supersonic

Discussion.

The results

expansion from the Knudsen layer.

preserlted above on plume characteristics

beam and deposition diagnostics. A compilation of

can be compared with other work on

recent results from laser ablated

YBa~CusO1.~, is shown in Table 1, This listing is not meant to be exhaustive; it is simply a

sampling of representative results, Several conclusions can be drawn from this data, ‘The first is

thar ths resu!! is highly dependent on the method of obsenration. As an example, very few of



Table 1. Diagnostic measurements on laser-ablated YBazCuaO1.b.

WavelengWnm
R Uence

0.1-1 J/cm2

3 8 nm
; 4 J/cm2

308
3 J/c%
I.06 pm. s32 nm
0.1-10 J/cm2

?mliii7
0.25-19J/cm~

Onm
IO J/cm2
7. 66 nm
25Jlcm~
193. nm
I-7 Ucmz
191. nm
I J/cm~
1.06 pm, 532 nm
I-4 J/cm~

512nm
+15J/cm2
19.3, 248 nm
3,6. 1.2 J/cm2

1.06 pm, 1S5 nm
1,0J/cml

Experiment 1

MS

OES
Ion probe

0F3

&
[on ToF

LMs

OFS

OES
OAS
LhJls

Vtlmity tiltel
SEM

OEWMS

I.MS

Distance Species or
Ressure mwisurement

I x 10~Torr Y+:YO+, cu.

CII+, Ba, Bat,
BaO, BaO+

1. 3.2 cm Y, Y+, ~u, Ba.
= 10+ Torr 13a+
0.2 cm Y. Ba.Cu.Y’,
10-STOIT Ba+
1x 10-bTon Y,Ba,Cu.YO

O+. o~+. Y+,

-

Ve10city2
(Cmkc)

-L $%ions

1X1(P
6-13x I(IJ K
Temperature
=8000K

2X1(I6
2.870 ions
25 ps’
1 ns
Ixl@

1X1(Y

I x lo~

1,1x 10-$

Commenls
(ref)

ions Tas Fluence 1
(17)

Velocity = tluencc
(13) -
no moledm
(lo)

(11)

ions I as Fluence T
(27)

ps excitation (9)

No clusters ( 14)

%--jet dktribution
(28)

—-
Neutrals slowerthan’
ions (12)
Clusters 1 as
Fluence 1[ 161

%reshold;
ions & neufrdls (25)

Elcctnmdplama
excitation (29)

Knudsm Iaycr
‘~ - 4WOK ( 19)

1.

2.

3.

OES, opticai emission spectroscopy; MS, mass spectrometry; LMS, laser mass spoctrometry;

OAS, atomic absorption spectroscopy; Ion Tof, ion time-of-flight; SEM, electron microscopy

[n general, the most probable velocity.

Temporal components of emission at surface,
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these experiments report the production of clusters or particulate; at the same time, it is clear

from film morphology that clusters are being formed and transported to the surface. The reason

for the lack of reports on cluster formation is that optical emission and quadruple mass

spectrometry are ill-suited for the detection of clusters. At the same time, experiments capable of

detecting heavy charged particlesl~ r ‘G do report the presence of such species, and are able to

provide useful information concerning their disposition: in particular, cluster formation seems to

be enhanced by long wavelength and Iow-fluence irradiation.

Second, the velocity measured for neutral atoms and molecules is almost Universally found to

fall in the range 10s-1OGcm/see, although there arg some outlying values reported> 9. In

addition, many authors report non-thermal velocity distributions, suggesting !hat collisional

processes play a significant role in plume evolution. Lastly, in some instances ths velocity

distribution evolves in time (or space) as the plume propagates away from the surface. Particle

velocities are considerably slower, as might be expected.

Third, under typical conditions for film formation, the fraction of ions in the plume lies in the

range 1“10VO. Although there is some disagreement 17”7 whether this fraction increases or

decreases with laser fluence, it is clear that ion-initiated processes will play a non-trivial part in

plume evolution and film formation, and that the ion fraction is dependent on the wavelength of

ablation:5. In addition, it appears that the ion fraction is generally traveling faster than the

neutral atoms and molecules. This suggests that a significant source for energy deposition in the

film may be due to ion impact.

Lastly, most experiments report a predominance of free metal atoms and ions in the plume, as

opposed to oxide and other molecular fragments. This indicates that the primary source of

oxygen in the resultant films is PQ due to oxygen trapped in the target, but rather to oxygen

incorporated by reaction with the processing gas or in post-deposition processing.

Gas phase collisions clearly play a major role in the laser deposition proc~ss. This includes

both intra-plume collisions, which strongly effect the velocity and angular distributions of the

plume:d, and plume-gas interactions, which will effect deposition rate and homogeneity. The

latter can be seen by simple consideration of gas-kinetic effects. Under typical deposition

conditions, the target-substrate distance will be = severs! centimeters, and the pressure of

processing gas will be a fraction of a Torr, Gas kinetic theory predicts that this will lead to 1-10

collisions for laser-ablated species between evolution from the target surface and deposition on

the substrate. Since =1Ocollisions is typically sufficient to relax translationally excited atoms and

small moleculesao, this means that at the upper end of the range for pressure-distance products

that the deposition plume will be diffusing toward the s[lbstrate rather than being “sprayed” on as

part of a well-directed plume. This places an upper limit on the pressure that can be used for

optimum film growth,
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On the other hand, numerous measurements of chemical speciation in the plume, as well as

our recent measurement of chemical reactivity with the processing gas, mandate that a reactive

source of oxygen be present in the deposition atmosphere. This, in turn, places a lower limit on

the oxygen pressure that can be used for the production of in-situ HTSC films.

Conclusions.

The use of a variety of diagnostics can offer significant insight into the mechanisms of laser

ablation and film growth. It seems clear that under conditions of optimum film growth that

significant collisional processes occur both within the Iaser-desorbed plume, and between the

plume and the processing gas. These collisional processes are responsible for the macroscopic

characteristics of the plume, including velocity and spatial distributions, the ratio of ions and

particles to neutral atoms and molecules, and the incorporation of oxygen into the film. It is also

obvious that real-time diagnostics, applicable under conditions relevant to film production, could

provide useful process monitors and feedback control for the production of HTSC thin films.
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